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First Prize: Short Story/Play Contest
by Nina Goecke

he familiar sinking feeling ;. beginning ..... in. Only tlln· it
is worse, much worse ...
The flashing lights seem to beckon Joy's thoughts back to a day
that seems so long ago. Hadn't she tried to deal with everything?
Where had she gone wrong? It had happened so quickly.
Walking back from class, Joy tried to push the words of the professor to the
back of her mind: "If you work your butt off in here, you might have a slight
chance of getting an A. But I still wouldn't count on it." The nervousness and
anxiety was beginning again, just as it had every semester. Why couldn't she
look at the positive aspects of her life, instead of worrying herself to death?
After all, hadn't she gone through this many times before?
All summer long Joy had told herself that this year would be different. No
more worrying! She had decided to go through rush and maybe join a sorority.
She knew that she wouldn't have much trouble getting into one, for she work·
ed hard to look the best that she possibly could. She would never pass for a
fashion model, but her dark hair, dark skin and light-blue eyes usually didn't
go unnoticed. She also enjoyed being with other people. When she chose to
come out of her shell and let her true personality slip out of its chains, others
really enjoyed her company.
That had been Joy's plan, to be happier this semester. But everything
seemed worse this time. With only this semester and the next one left, the
thought of her 4.0 average dropping hurt physically. To get involved with a
sorority would mean less time that she could devote to studying. Her stomach
began to feel like a pit full of barbed wire just thinking about it. The dull
headache, ever present, began to intensify.
Some people had called her a perfectionist. Joy's mom claimed that she was
too rough on herself. Joy had once heard her father and mother talking. Her
mother had told her father not to encourage her to get perfect grades. Her
mother had said that Joy expected more from herself than was humanly possi·
ble and that as parents they must help her to get out of this frame of mind. She
had said that it just wasn't healthy and that Joy would have a nervous
breakdown if she continued at this rate.
Joy figured that it might be true. But she also knew that she couldn't
change the way she was. A driving force controlled her. How she wished she
could change. For many times, people had been uneasy around her. Joy con·
stantly strived to better herself academically and in every other way possible.
Most people just don't like to see this. They like to have fun now and worry
about it later. Joy's presence reminded them of what they could be doing and
took some of the fun out of their activities.
She tried to focus on wat.ching the people around her. They all seemed so
happy. Yelling greetings to each other, they seemed not to have a care in the
world. Joy saw her roommate coming towards her. "Joy, we're all going to
Gatti's for lunch. Want to go?" "No," Joy responded as she looked down at
her feet, "I've got apples in the room. Thanks, anyway."
Eating was another worry for Joy. Her freshman year of college she had
gained twenty pounds. The following summer she had dieted religiously.
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Working as a lifeguard at a local pool, she had exercised every day by swimming, and at home, jogging and biking. She had lost every pound. But now she
had to be cautious. Mentally, it was a great strain on her. She tried to avoid
food at all costs. No going out for pizza in the middle of the afternoon, or
eating at any of the fast-food restaurants around campus. Joy couldn't even
remember the last time she had eaten a hamburger.
Joy had first read of macrobiotics in Cosmopolitan. Before then, she hadn't
known there was a name for the diet she stayed faithfully on. Macrobiotics,
the magazine had said, is a dietary system first formulated in the 1940s, and is
based on the ancient oriental principle of yin and yang. Applied to food, the
principle dictates that certain substances such as fruits, many vegetables, and
most liquids are yin; while meat, eggs, and animal products are yang. The ideal
dietary balance is five parts yin to one part yang. The typical macrobiotic diet
consists of 50 to 60 percent whole-grain cereals and 25 to 30 percent
vegetables. Joy had unknowingly restricted herself to this very diet. She ate
no meat or bread, and absolutely no desserts. She ate fiber-rich cereal for
breakfast and fruits and vegetables for the rest of the day.
Joy's parents had also worried about this. They told her to eat more and that
she was beginning to look sick. They stressed to her that becoming too thin
could actually hinder, instead of enhance, her looks. Joy had only shrugged off
their words. She told them that, before, eating had been a coping mechanism
for nervousness. She was not going to fall into that trap again. Besides, she
was eating healthier and would just have to find another way to cope with her
nervousness. Little did she know what her words had foreshadowed.
Arriving at her room she grabbed an apple from the refrigerator and sat
down to make one of her daily "things to do" lists. As her teeth crunched into
the apple, she thought of the evening before her. Another class this afternoon
and then off to the library to study until 4:30. At 4:30, supper in the cafeteria
with her other roommate Lisa. Lots of vegatables. Then back to the library for
more study. It might not be much to look forward to, but hasn't it paid off?
Attaining a 4.0 cumulative wasn't something to speak lightly of. And Joy
had kept those pounds off. The pain, the pressure involved with classes and
avoiding food, parents worrying over you, friends at home asking, "You still
got that 4.0?" Joy had tried to deal with all of them by burying herself in her
work all week and then going home to see her boyfriend on the weekends.
Before, Joy had been able to go home and forget the pressure and worries
each weekend. But Logan, a senior in engineering at Ohio State University,
had gotten a job which would give him good experience and references for later
career objectives. The job included weekend work, and now she couldn't see
him and he hardly ever called. Joy's diversion, which had before come on the
weekends, no longer came. She was now worse than depressed. She hardly ever
smiled and never laughed. Her roommates were worried about her, but didn't
know what to do to help.
That evening in the library she forced herself to practice for her typing class
for two hours. Then there was the story to read for her literature class. Joy had
gotten perfect scores on everything so far. The professor hadn't been able to
give her anything below an A. The night before each in-class writing she had
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read the stories until she had them practically memorized. After the first test,
when Dr. Bonar had handed them back, he had looked straight at Joy and said,
"I'm going to get you one of these times. Even if it's just to prove that you're
human.'' Joy had mentally and physically slumped in her seat. She knew that
he was probably just joking, but it was more pressure. Pressure on her to work
even harder and to stay one step ahead of him. If "humanly" possible, as he
had said. But Joy's life at the moment was far from being human.
Last weekend she had done an art project over seven times before it had
been perfect. Joy's mom had told her to leave it after the second time she had
done it, but Joy would not hear of it.
By late that evening, Joy's eyes were aching and her head had arrived at its
familiar hollow feeling. The back of her head and neck also felt sore. Tonight
was a little worse than usual because she had forgotten to take her two
"Bayer" at three o'clock as she usually did. As she collected her books, stuffing them in her red, worn bookbag, she wondered for the first time that evening what her roommates had done while she was gone. They usually shopped
for awhile and then partied, or stayed home and watched television. They
didn't make perfect grades but they did make decent ones. And they were happy. Joy envied them for this. They seemed to take things in stride. Even
though they didn't see a whole lot of Joy they always asked her to join them in
all that they did.
This night was no different. When Joy got back in the room the stereo was
blaring and the three of them were in front of the mirror. As she set her books
down on the desk she shouted, "I'm home!" Lisa stopped from her off-key
singing long enough to yell, "Want to go with us?" Joy started to respond
with her usual "No thanks, I'm tired," but for some reason walked back to the
bedroom. She usually took advantage of their "party nights" to go to bed early. Lisa said that they were going to a party in one of guys' dorms and that it
would be fun for Joy to go somewhere with them for a change. The other two
chimed in, and before she knew it, she had said she would go.
Once she got to the party, she began to regret going. Her roommates immediately became involved in a game of quarters, and Joy stood in the
background watching. They all seemed to know each other, from previous parties, Joy guessed.
Besides beer, some others were drinking Kool-Aid with some sort of alcohol
in it. Everyone kept offering it to Joy, and she kept refuaing it. She had never
drunk any type of alcohol before, except once when she was little. Her father
had let her taste his beer. It was awful then, and she couldn't imagine it being
any better now. But hadn't everyone always said that alcohol would calm your
nerves? Surely a little wouldn't hurt her. After all, how many college students
could say that they had gotten through three years without drinking?
A guy who had been hanging around her for the last fifteen minutes asked
tier for the fifth time if she wanted anything to drink. This time Joy surprised
him by saying yes. He brought her a glass full of "their mixture" and tried to
talk her into sitting on the couch with him. She said that she preferred to stand
and took a sip of the drink.
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Joy had expected it to taste horrible, but actually it wasn't that bad. The
Kool-Aid did a good job of covering up the taste of the alcohol. The only part
which bothered her a bit about it was the slight burning sensation which
followed the liquid on its course from mouth to stomach. But it wasn't as bad
as she had imagined that it would be.
As she took another drink, she walked over to Missy, one of her roommates,
and holding her glass up, said sheepishly, "This stuff's not too bad." Missy
looked back at her as if she had never seen Joy in her life. Then she held up her
can of Miller's and shouted at the top of her lungs, "Listen, everyone, my
roommate has just begun to live. This night is cause for celebration!"
Everyone cheered and clapped, and Joy was more than a little embarrassed.
Like they really need a cause, Joy thought.
Meanwhile Lisa had climbed on an ironing board and was surfing to the
sound of the Beach Boys. Her arms were moving up and down at her sides.
With her bent knees, she almost looked as though she were really surfing. Joy
thought Lisa was acting really ridiculous, and it even looked almost
dangerous. But she felt like giggling at her.
Not being used to alcohol, combined with having not eaten much, Joy began
to feel some very strange sensations. Her lower lip felt numb, and she began
blinking to try to focus. She felt less nervous and even happier than she had in
a long time. Steve, a guy she had spoken to in one of her classes, brought her
another drink.
The books, the diet, Logan, and tomorrow's classes seemed remote
somehow, and Joy didn't mind that in the least. She almost felt as though the
drink was slowly removing some of the weight from her shoulders. She felt like
a new person and began to laugh along with the group around her. Walking
back to their room early that morning, she and her roommates had their arms
on each others' shoulders laughing and carrying on. Joy slowly came to a stop
and looked thoughtfully at the three of them. "You know," she said, "I
haven't felt this happy in practically three years. Why didn't you guys talk me
into this before?"
After that Joy began to go to parties. At first, she partied just one night a
week. The parties became her security blanket. When she drank she felt witty
and at ease. She told herself that these parties gave her something to look forward to. And since she no longer had the weekends for this purpose, she would
use them to catch up on her studying then.
Two months later she began to feel guilty. Her party "night" had turned into almost a day of drinking. Instead of merely looking forward to the parties,
she began to rely on them to lift her spirits. Joy would begin drinking after her
last class and continue throughout the evening. Her roommates worried about
her a little, for she seemed to be overdoing it a bit, but they hadn't ever seen
her so happy; her personality was almost completely reversed. She smiled
more, talked more, and even seemed to be in the room more.
Joy also preferred the "new" self to the old one. The new self wasn't constantly pushing. The new self let Joy's mind have a break once in a while. The
goal of her new self was to keep the old one from returning, from surfacing.
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Because when it did, the familiar sinking would set in. This feeling she
couldn't bear.
But Joy was already beginning to get in trouble. Her studying had slacked
off, and she had messed up a couple of tests. She had definitely proved to her
literature professor that she was human. He announced one day that they were
to write an in-class paper on a play they were supposed to have read. She
realized with horror that she had completely forgotten to read it. Never before
had she ever forgotten to read an assignment. She felt as if she wanted to die.
What she had done thoroughly sickened her, and she could feel the tears just
waiting to begin their journey across her face. She stifled a sob and wondered
what to do next but she couldn't even begin to guess what the story had been
about.
The guy next to her looked over at her, and, seeing her blank paper, gave her
a wide grin. Every paper Joy had written thus far, he had tried to copy. She
would look up, and he would be straining his neck to try to read what she had
written. This time the tables were surely turned, for much to her astonishment, he was writing away. This made her feel even worse than she had before.
If God was going to punish her, the least that He could do was have pity on her
and refrain from rubbing it in. This guy was usually lucky if he wrote two
sentences, and now he already had almost completed a page.
Joy continued to sit at her desk; slowly it dawned on her that this could be
easily cured. She could go get a drink, which she was sure would make her feel
a whole lot better. After all, although she could do nothing to salvage this
grade, she would just have to make sure it didn't happen again. She sat at her
desk for about ten more minutes and then slowly wrote the words "You got
me" on her paper. Then she sat waiting until some others turned their papers
in so she wouldn't be the first.
Walking back to her room she began to think about the other papers she had
written in that class. Each one had been about three or four pages long. The
thought of that blank sheet of paper was too much for her, and Joy began to
cry. She felt the weight of worry heavier than ever before. Her grades were
dropping, and she didn't want to feel the pain of it. Life was just too rough for
her. Twenty-one years old and a senior in college. Why couldn't she get things
under control? Hadn't she made it through three years already? Why was this
time so different?
When she reached the room, she pulled out the bottle of vodka she had
stashed behind the refrigerator and sat down at the table. She put the vodka in
front of her and just looked at it. Then rapidly, without any further delay, she
grabbed it and tore off the lid as quickly as she could. Joy gulped down three
big swallows like a thirsty man in the desert. The burning sensation down her
throat and stomach, by now a positive feeling, let her know that soon her problems would be gone and she wouldn't have to cope with them.
After two more months her parents had begun to worry about her more than
usual. On weekends, if Joy did come home, she looked tired, and dark circles
were developing under her eyes. She told them that she had been studying con-
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stantly but just couldn't keep up-thus the circles. Her parents told her not to
work so hard and ease up a little. They told her that things would eventually
fall into place if she would take it a little easier. Joy felt guilty because they
were being so supportive and understanding-and she didn't feel that she
deserved it.
She wanted to confide in her parents but couldn't bear the thought of disillusioning them. They expected her to continue as she had in the past, despite all
they said. They didn't really believe her when she said that she couldn't keep
up. Like the boy who cried wolf, she had said the very same words many times
before. She was their daughter; they were so proud of her. They had told her so
many times before. Setting an example for Keith, her 17-year-old brother; being faithful to Logan, because he was a "nice boy" and had a good future
ahead of him; and lastly, although they would never admit it, keeping her
grades up so they could put her picture in the local paper announcing her "continued success" in school. No, her parents were not the ones to tum to. That
left only the bottle. It was a good listener.
Guilt was a new emotion to Joy. It seemed to her that it was now a neverending cycle. She felt guilty because she wasn't studying enough and then
would become tense and anxious. The urge to drink would then become
unbearable and she would have to find relief with the alcohol. Then when she
sobered up, the lost study time nagged at her.
Four months earlier Joy had never gone to her room much during the day,
but now she knew exactly when no one would be in the room. She would use
this time to drink so that by the time her roommates came in, Joy had hidden
or disposed of the evidence. This was not always easy, for she could not simply
throw the bottles in the trash can. She had to take them to the dumpster outside the dorm.
Buying the alcohol was difficult. She had a car, so transportation wasn't the
problem, but she didn't like going to the same place every time. She alternated
the stores she went to. But it took up a good bit of her time. Also because she
used her food allowance to buy alcohol, she ate even less than she had before.
This routine continued. She began having to drink greater amounts of
alcohol just to sustain her "tranquil" state. She wasn't really sure how she
was doing in her classes anymore, but most of the time she just didn't care.
The few times that she started to think about what she was doing to herself,
she quickly would find one of her trusty "bottles" hidden in a drawer or closet.
Joy's roommates noticed a change in her, but she continued to go to the
library, and they didn't really see her that much. Yes, she continued to go to
the library, but more often than not she would put her head down on her folded
arms and fall asleep. When she wasn't sleeping she tried to study some, but interrupted herself often with thoughts of the "friend" in her purse. Then she
would grab the purse and head for the bathroom.
Finally, one Friday, Joy hurried back to her room after her first class. It was
a dark, rainy day, and she badly needed a drink. She looked in all of her hiding
places but couldn't find a bottle. Surely she was not out! She had planned on
going home today anyway, so she thought she might as well skip her two other
classes and start a little early.
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She grabbed her purse and her suitcase, which she had packed the night
before, and left. Soon she pulled into a blue-and-white drive-thru with a
flashing neon light in front advertising Budweiser on sale. A grubby gray·
haired man brought her "the usual" without even asking. He reached out to
hand her the vodka wrapped in a rain-spattered brown bag. So much for the
secrecy. Joy paid him and drove off.
A little way down the highway she pulled over and hurriedly opened the
vodka. Closing her eyes, she brought the bottle to her mouth. She meant to
drink only a little, but was soon past that point. She knew that she was wrong
in drinking and driving, but all she could think of was the fiery liquid she had
grown to value above all else.
She began to calm down and smiled as she realized that, once again, the
alcohol was doing its job. Pulling onto the highway, she tried to focus on the
lines in front of her. They seemed to dance on the highway like long snakes in
slow motion. She found that it took every ounce of effort she had to keep the
car in between the two snakes. They're playing with me, Joy thought. Well, I'll
show them.
The next town was only a few minutes away and as Joy approached it, she
convinced herself that her driving was fine. Besides, she couldn't stop. She
had to make it home before her parents got off work. Her "friends" had to be
hidden. Glancing down at her watch, Joy saw that it was going to be close. As
her foot increased its pressure on the gas pedal, Joy brought her attention
back to the road in front of her. When she looked, her eyes refused to register
the sight before her.
Through the haze Joy could see a red light, not only a red light but also a red
blur walking out in her path. Terror, sobering her a little, shot through her.
She wanted to swerve, but the red blur was already moving around in front of
her, and she couldn't decide what to do. She groped with her foot, trying to hit
the brakes, but her mind just would not work for her.
The rain wasn't helping matters any, for in betweeen each swipe of the wind·
sheild wipers, beads of water collected on the windshield and further distorted
her vision. Finally she gave up. She closed her eyes and put her head on the
steering wheel with her arms wrapped around it. Her foot finally found the
brake, and she stomped down hard on it. That was all she could remember of
the accident.
The flashing lights once again summoned Joy's thoughts back to the present, and a police officer saying, "You have the right to remain silent ... " She
paid little attention. All she could think of was the person she had seen in the
road. What had happened? When the uniformed man quit talking, she asked.
The man responded that a young girl had been seriously injured-just how
seriously they weren't quite sure. Almost before he had finished talking, a
woman who had witnessed the accident began yelling from across the street.
"Throw that drunk into jail and lose the key! My innocent young niece may
die because of her. How can you stand there and speak civilly to her?" The
woman then burst into tears and fell to the ground. Two policemen went to
help her.
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As the rain continued to fall steadily from the dark, cloudy sky, Joy sat back
in the seat and closed her eyes. From here she would be taken to the hospital to
be checked for injuries. Then, well, who knows. She thought, whatever hap·
pens to me, I deserve it. My life is in a shambles, and I need a drink.

Consider Me Gone
Second Prize: Short Story/Play Contest
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by Kathy Webster

ana opened the medicine chest and slowly reached for the bottle on
the second shelf. As she poured the pills into her hand, the tears
she had held back for so long finally broke loose. Why? she
wondered. Why am I doing this? What's happening to me? She
thought back to when it had all begun, looking at her life as though
it belonged to someone else. For after all, this couldn't be happening to her.. .
It seemed logical to begin by examining her faith, or rather her lack of it.
What's wrong with me? she wondered, It all used to seem so clear. God,
religion, being a Catholic-those were the most important things in the world
to me. It all used to make such good sense. Now I just don't understand it. I'm
so fed up with the whole thing. How do I know there is a God? I've never had
any kind of really substantial proof either way. Why would an all-knowing, allpowerfu~ kind and loving Being allow so much suffering in the world? Is it
punishment for being sinful? But little babies suffer. How can they have
sinned? And if we 're being punished now, why must there be a place of eternal
punishment? It seems to me that our religion does a lot of contradicting itself.
Just look at people on Sundays. They go to Mass and hear all this stuff about
kindness and brotherhood and love (unless the sermon happens to be the finan·
cial report again), and then they race out to the parking lot and cut each other
off and cuss each other out. Sometimes I wonder if anyone really believes this
stuff.

So Jana basically let go of her childhood faith, but there was one thing that
continued to make her feel safe-God. The idea that someone or something
loved her and would protect her was comforting. She clung desperately to the
image of God, not really sure that she believed in it, but scared to let go. Unfor·
tunately, she still didn't feel safe. There was a bigger gap than ever in her life,
and so she searched on.
It came time for graduation. Everyone else was so excited about graduating
and getting ready for college that it was easy for Jana to let herself get caught
up in the whirl of everyone else's emotions, without really feeling anything
herself. During the month of preparing for graduation, she was able to wander
around in a limbo of sorts. Not feeling anything, and above all not thinking
about anything. She wasn't trying to figure anything out in her life; she didn't
have to worry about whether she was happy, or was supposed to be happy. On·
ly a few of her closest friends noticed the change in her, but they had been drif·
ting apart lately-ever since she had decided on a college in another state and
they had decided to stay at home. They just don't understand, Jana sighed as
she awaited her turn to receive her diploma. Scanning the mob of parents, she
located her own and sighed again. They had found out she was skipping
church, and there had been a big confrontation with lots of tears on Jana's
part. She was going to Mass now, but more to avoid a scene than anything
else. Relations with her parents had become considerably strained, but she
often wondered if they ever noticed. They had just decided her friends were a
bad influence, and once she started school again, she would make a new start
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and everything would be fine. That's it/ Jana thought as she walked down the
aisle, clutching her diploma. I'll start all over again and everything will be
great. That's all I need-a new beginning. Everything will work itself out-at
least I hope it will
The summer passed without much incident. Jana just did what her parents
wanted and kept reminding herself that soon, everything would be different.
Things would change, her old problems would disappear. The day the Spensers
made the long drive to Jana's new start, she left her problems, thoughts, and
worries behind the border and vowed to start anew. They had agreed a private
room would be best. After all, it's not as easy to keep up grades in college, her
parents kept reminding her. They assured her over and over again not to worry
if her grades fell a little-that was normal. Jana just smiled and nodded. She
closed the door behind them as they left and slowly surveyed her new domain.
This is where I'm going to make it happen.
And things did happen to Jana. First of all, she discovered she had taken so
many general courses her first semester that she wouldn't have to work that
hard to keep her grades up. Then she met Mike. He wasn't at all the type she
had looked for and occasionally dated in high school. Mike was very outgoing
and very aggressive. He was a football player, and everyone in his fraternity
thought he was just great. He had everything: friends, money, a nice car-so
what if he wasn't such a good student? That was how they had met in the first
place. A girl in Jana's dorm she had started to be friendly with was Mike's lit·
tle sister in his fraternity. She knew Jana had been a good student, and Mike
needed help with algebra. If he failed that again he would be off the team. So
Jana agreed to help him with it. Actually, she ended up doing most of it for
him, messing up enough to make it believable. But Mike asked her out. Jana
was so thrilled that someone as popular and good looking as Mike had noticed
her, that she didn't care about anything else. Her time with Mike was wonderful. They went on picnics in October, took long drives in his car, sat by the lake
on moonlit nights and just gazed out at the beautiful scenery. Mike was so
romantic; he really knew how to treat a girl. After their first fight, he sent her a
dozen long-stemmed roses with a card that was so apologetic that she instant·
ly forgot why she had ever been mad in the first place. Maybe this is what I
was missing, she thought happily as he cradled her in his strong arms. I feel so
safe, so warm, so happy. And then Jana did something very dangerous: she let
herself care.
The worst things in life always seem to come when you are having the best
times. Or maybe they only seem to be the worst because they destroy what
seems to be the most perfect and peaceful time of your life. The thing which
destroyed Jana's good time was, ironically, Christmas. Jana and Mike had
been getting pretty serious, and Mike was starting to feel trapped. He told
Jana he loved her, but they just needed some time apart to sort out their feel·
ings. Christmas vacation seemed perfect. Mike and his family were spending it
touring Europe, and Jana was going home to her parents. They agreed it
would be best if they spent that time completely separated. Mike didn't know
exactly where he'd be at what time, so it wouldn't be possible to write, but
they would see each other their first day back. Jana spent her Christmas look·
ing up her old friends, trying to get along with her parents, and thinking about
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Mike. She couldn't wait for the spring semester to start so they could be
together again.
Finally, the day arrived. As soon as she had unpacked, Jana called Mike's
room. No answer. Oh well, she thought-more than a little disappointed,
maybe he's just not back yet. She settled herself down by the phone to wait.
Late the next day, he finally called. She was so excited, she wanted him to
come over right away. She didn't really notice his reluctance until she opened
the door and saw the expression on his face. Her smile faded as she asked what
was wrong. And then the bad news came. He said there was something he had
been wanting to tell her for awhile. Shortly after he started seeing Jana, he
met someone else. He didn't think either relationship would end up being
serious, so he didn't bother to tell her. But this other girl-he had decided that
he really loved her. So things between Mike and Jana had to stop completely.
He stood awkwardly in the long silence that followed. A devastated look of
shock and disbelief had come over Jana's face. He used me, she thought as the
tears started. He never really cared at alL Jana threw herself face down on the
bed and started to cry. As the sobs tore from her throat, Mike quietly slipped
out of her room for the last time. Jana composed herself and vowed she would
never let herself be hurt that way again-never.
So much of her time the first semester had been filled with Mike. She needed
something else to occupy her time until the pain faded. The spring catalog
caught her eye, and she looked at it thoughtfully. Then she decided what she
would do. She filled her schedule with the maximum class load of the hardest
possible classes. If she threw herself completely into her studying, there would
be no time to think of Mike or anyone else. Soon she found herself over·
whelmed with classes, books and homework assignments. They had become
her entire life. All the anger she had for Mike she poured into her studies. But
soon, all too soon, the anger faded until only the pain remained. Once again,
Jana found herself asking Why.
She spent many lonely nights wondering about love. She had thought she
and Mike shared a very special love, but obviously it had never existed. He
had lied to her all along-he never truly cared at all. Jana began to wonder if
anyone would ever truly care. The thought planted so long ago was once again
taking root. Death seemed the only option. The thought was frightening to
Jana. It was not only her upbringing, and the fear of some superior Being who
just might exist; it was much more than that. It was the fear of the unknown,
of not knowing if death would be better than life-or worse. So she put off
deciding, but just until she was sure.
Jana was so confused, her mind was churning with hundreds of thoughts.
Thoughts of life and death, of what she believed and what she didn't, of
whether to laugh or to cry, and of whether or not to die. She fought every day
to overcome her discouragement. With her mind so preoccupied, she couldn't
concentrate on her studies, and her grades were suffering. It seemed as if
something was always going wrong. Nothing ever seemed to go her way.
Someone or something else always ruined anything good that ever happened.
Maybe it's not something else; maybe it's just me. She was fighting a battle
with despair, and sadly, despair seemed to be winning.
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It seems I'm always at war with the world, but mostly at war with myself.
I'm trying to fight a force that I guess I knew all along would beat me. I'm so
tired of resisting, and of doing it alone. All I ever wanted was to be happy. All
it's ever brought me is pain. I've been searching so long for the answers, but I
still haven't found the questions. Nothing seems to be worth trying for. Caring
about anything only brings a broken heart. Nobody seems to care back. It
hurts so much. No one ever seems to want to listen.
I've tried so hard to find God. I want to be able to believe that at least He
loves me, that someone cares. It just all seems so abstract, so unreal I'm still
lonely, so very lonely. I was hoping that God would be able to fill the void in
my life. I was hoping that He could fill the space that Mike could not fil~ and
that no amount of books could ever make me forget. Now, I'm just so tired of
waiting. The All-Powerfu~ All-Knowing God for whom nothing is impossible.
He doesn't seem to have the power to ease my pain. He doesn't know how
much I need for him to show me he cares. It seems quite impossible for him to
love me. Where are you now, God? Can't you see what's happening with me?
Can't anyone see? Please, someone, anyone, wake up before it's too late for me.
I don't want to die. I DON'T WANT TO DIE. I'm just tired of living. Almost
anything seems better. I can't make it on my own. There's too much working
against me. If no one can help me... if no one will help me.. . then the battle is
lost for good. Just consider me gone from the world-forever.
Jana stared at the pills in her hand. She wiped away the last of her tears and
made the most important decision of her life. She swallowed every pill in her
new prescription of Valium. Maybe for once, they really would help her to
cope. Pausing only to throw the empty bottle in the waste basket, she walked
over to her bed and lay down. Closing her eyes, she peacefully awaited her
answers. Now she would know for sure whether or not there was a God.

Sister Mary
Honorable Mention: Short Story/Play Contest
by Christopher James Marshall

Scene One
[Takes place in the apartment of James and Danie~ mainly in the living area.
Enter Kaye and James, both dressed nicely]
James:
Kaye:
James:
Kaye:
James:
Kaye:
James:
Kaye:
James:
Kaye:
James:
Kaye:
James:

Kaye:
Daniel:
Kaye:
James:
Daniel:
James:
Daniel:
James:

After you, oh fair and lovely one. Allow me to take your coat and
anything else you care to remove.
I think you've had a little too much to drink, Prince Silver Tongue.
Oh, on the contrary, you just haven't had enough. [They kiss]
Slow down, Romeo. Let's at least get inside the door before, uh, we
reach the point of no return. [She kisses him and crosses to couch]
But the neighbors love a good show.
Suit yourself, stay and give them a show by yourself.
[SLAMS the door and runs over to the couch and jumps on Kaye] I
can't perform alone, without you.
Why not?
Well, you bring out the character in me. [Leans as to kiss Kaye and
bites her nose] Are ya thirsty?
No, you're crazy. But I am a little hungry.
Say no morel [He starts to rise but Kays pulls him near]
That's all right, I'll be content just to nibble on your ears. You
might say I've got a craving for love. [Nibbles on his ear]
[Seriously] Kaye, I think you've made a scientific breakthrough in
human relationships. I'm not quite sure, but I think the love gland
is in the ear lobes. [Kaye stops] Nol Don't stop, kiss my lobes. Yes!
Yes! Love is in the lobes. Oh, kiss my other lobe. Oh, never mind,
I've got an ideal We could write a book about it and make millions.
We can call it Love In the Lobes. What do you think?
I think you're silly. [They kiss and Daniel enters]
[He coughs to get their attention] Excuse me, Mr. and Mrs. Horny
Rabbit. Do you mind if I enter your reproduction suite, or shall I
wait until it rains to take a shower?
[Stops James] James, I think Daniel is here.
Hey, Daniel. How was the party?
[Mocking James] Hey, Daniel. How was the party?
That good, huh? Oh, Daniel. Your mother called and said she was
going to visit your brother Saturday. She wanted to know if you
wanted to go. Daniel, did you hear me?
[Off stage] Yes, I heard you.
Well, are you going?
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What the hell is it any of your business?
What's your problem? You don't need to act like an ass when I
have company.
She'll get over it. Anyway, company is someone who visits once in
a while. Not someone who sleeps over every night like some...
Like some what, Daniel?
All right, let's all just cool down; we're getting all excited over
nothing. Now, about Saturday, Daniel?
What about it?
I thought we were going to the game. The Cubs may win the
Pennant if they beat the Mets. I've got great seats, and the
weather's supposed to be nice.
That's right, I forgot all about it.
And I'm making a picnic lunch for us. [Phone rings]
You're going?
Of course she's going; she's making the lunch. And I've got four
tickets. Answer the phone.
Who are you taking, Daniel?
[Answers the phone nastily] Hello. Hi, Mom. I was out. What do
you mean, out where? I was just out, okay?
[To James] He's really friendly today, don't you think?
[Still on phone] I don't know. What? All right, I heard you, Mother.
What time? All right, I'll pick you up at 10:30. I love you too, bye.
Okay, bye. [Hangs up] Christ, that woman.
Daniel, you could start being a little nicer to people. Especially
your mother.
[Interrupting] So, how about Saturday, Daniel, sound good?
I can't go, I'm going to see the murderer with Mom. Maybe there'll
be a prison takeover and I'll get killed.
Now that's looking on the positive side.
I don't need any of your smart-ass remarks, bitch.
That's enough, Daniell The only reason she said that was because
of your smart-ass remark. So, you just cool down and act like
you've got some respect for others.
I don't need any of your shit either, James. I'm going to take a
shower. [Exits]
Yeah, you do that. And while you're at it, make sure it's a cold
shower. You need to cool off!
(Rises] How can you stand to live with him? He's such a child! I
can't stay here tonight; I'm leaving. We're leaving. Come on.
Kaye, wait. Don't mind him, he's been drinking.
That's no excuse! I've never said or done anything mean to him,
but somehow he finds a reason to be as cruel to me as he can.
You're not telling me anything new. He's that way to everyone.
He's even more difficult lately. [Pause] Come and sit with me.
[They sit]
What's his problem? He seems so full of hate.
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He's full of something, that's for sure. But, he's my best friend,
and he's going to be the best man in our wedding.
He'll make that a total disaster.
What makes you think he'll do anything to ruin our wedding? He's
just the best man.
Well, anytime we do something or go some place with him, the
small talk turns into a conversation of endless arguments.
[Rises] Well, Kaye. You've got to look at where Daniel's been and
where it's gotten him.
Oh, I'm supposed to pity him and sympathize with his past, and
understand his child-like behavior just because life dealt him a bad
hand?
As a matter of fact, his family background could set the perfect
story line for a soap.
[Sexy] James, let's just go to my place, so we can be alone.
Kaye, please. Don't you ever think of anything else but sex? I'm
trying to tell you things that will help you understand Daniel, and
you want to have sex.
Fine. Then go ahead and make excuses for Daniel, so there won't be
any reason for him to !:!-pologize.
I'm not going to make up any excuses for him, I'm just going to
state the facts.
[Bored] All right, I'm sorry.
Damnit, Kaye, I hate it when you act like this. I'm trying to tell
you something I feel is important, and you act like you could care
less if I said a damn thing.
What else is there to know? You've told me over and over again
about his fucked-up family. And to tell you the truth, I don't give a
damn.
But there's more than just that...
[Interrupting] You've told me it all before. Let's see... his parents
were divorced, then remarried, then divorced and then remarried
different people and divorced again. Let's not forget his stepfather, _w ho chased Daniel with a chain saw, in hope of committing
the perfect murder. But, due to Daniel's Olympic speed, faltered in
the chase.
Kaye...
Shut up! I'm not finished. Now, where was I ... Oh, yes, his broken
home was just full of surprises. His brothers are criminals,
although just the one is in prison, for the murder of his lover. And
what was the headline you showed me. ..? Oh, what was it? Damn,
what was it?
''A Typical Homosexual Lover's Quarrel.''
[Excited] That's it! How could I forget a headline like that? Oh,
well, his other brother hasn't been caught yet for dealing thoee nuty little drugs that make you feel wonderful.
What do you mean, makes you feel wonderful?
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Oh, nothing. Anyway, he doesn't act like anything bothers him, so
why should I worry about his past.
You see, he keeps everything inside. It's hard on his mental health.
He's seen a psychiatrist before, but I don't think it helped him too
much. The only thing that keeps him going is his dream to become
an actor.
He's really making progress working at the grocery store. Oh, but
he is the head of the produce department, and that's a start.
Now don't be sarcastic, he's doing some modeling, and that's a
step in the right direction.
James, he models shoes and underwear for J.C. Penney's.
Well, apparently he has the right feet and the right. . . un...
well... uh... and the right posture for modeling.
Ya know, I think you've lost some of that steam you had earlier.
What are my chances of sparking a fire? [Kisses his neck and ear]
Oh, about one out of one.
[Rises] Come on, let's go back to my place for some late-night fun.
Why don't you stay here tonight?
[Whining] James. [Kisses his ear]
Your place sounds good.
[Eager] Good, let's go.
You go on, and I'll be over in an hour. I want to talk to Daniel
about the wedding.
[Whining] James...
Go on, I'll be there in a half hour.
[Whining] James, I'll be all alone and real hot...
Okay, I'll be there in less than fifteen minutes.
[Whining] Promise...
Yes, I promise. [Kisses her] Bye.
[Sexy] I'll be waiting.
Varnes stands at the door for a minute, then begins to clean the
apartment]
[Enters wearing a robe] Hey, James, I guess you're a little mad at
me, huh?
A little mad, yes. Totally pissed off, well, let's just say, don't push
your luck.
I was just in a bad mood that's all, I'm sorry. [Pause] I don't know
what else to say.
Well, that's a start.
Does that mean you accept my apology or are you going to be
totally pissed off?
Apology accepted.
So, how are things going with the little lady?
Oh, fine, fine.
I could have sworn I heard you two arguing, maybe a little prewedding jitters?
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No, nothing like that. But, since you mentioned the wedding, there
was something I wanted to ask you.
What is it?
Well, I told you a few weeks ago that I was considering you as my
best man, and I was wondering if you wanted to accept my offer?
Well, are you really sure that...
[Interrupting] Of course I'm sure I want you as my best man.
That's not what I was going to say.
Then what were you going to say?
This whole thing seems fast. I mean you need to know a girl pretty
well before you even think about getting married. You need to be
sure you know what you're getting into, before you get into it. Do
you know what I mean?
No.
I just don't want you to do something you'll regret in the future. I
know it's none of my business, but I've noticed the two of you have
been arguing a lot lately.
It's nothing.
Are you really sure this is what you want out of life?
[Sarcastically] Well, gee, I don't know. I've only been dating Kaye
for three years. If I didn't want to marry her, I think I'd know by
now.
I'm just saying that...
[Interrupting) You're just saying that you don't think I should get
married.
I just think you should live a little, before you tie the knot.
So, what are you saying, I should join the marines and see the
world?
No, just live a little.
For Christ-sakes, I'm 26 years old. I think I've lived a little. I've
been around the block a few times.
That's just what I'm talking about. You haven't been around
enough. Aren't there some things you'd like to do while you're
single? Do everything you can, have fun, be different and enjoy
life.
I have fun, I am different, and I do enjoy life.
Kaye just doesn't seem like your type.
What are you up to?
[Pause] Do you remember when we took that two week vacation
after graduation?
Yes, we went to the Grand Canyon.
Didn't we have the time of our lives. It was great! And do you
remember when we rode mules down the canyon and your mule
kept biting you?
Yeah, and it hurt like hell.
That was so funny watching you scream at that animal.
Oh, that was funny, was it? What about you running out of the
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tent when a little lizard crawled on your arm, now that was funny.
But, you looked so stupid yelling at that mule. And what about the
time we went skinny-dipping in your parents' pool, and your grandmother came over? You looked so funny running out of the pool,
with your grandmother chasing you with a broom. You ended up
getting grounded for two weeks.
I didn't get grounded, I just had to do some work around the house
for a while.
For a while! Every day for two weeks isn't a while.
[Pause] Is that what's bothering you?
Nothing is bothering me.
I can't believe it. I thought you were in love with Kaye, and you're
just jealous of her. We'll still do things together after I'm married.
You're still my best friend.
Some things are just hard to say, and this is one of them.
Oh, come on. We've always said what's on our minds. You know me
better than anyone else, and I know you better than anyone, right?
(Pause] Right?
Not as well as you think you know me.
What else is there to know?
It's not easy to say.
What's not easy to say?
Isn't it obvious? Can't you see it?
Isn't what obvious? See what?
Look at me, James. Look at me.
What?
The way I look and dress, can't you tell?
Tell what? You always dress that way. Is there something different
today?
That's just it; the way I dress is different. Look how you dress compared to me.
What's going on here? You're flipping out. Yo, Daniel, come back
to reality.
This is ... I'm trying to face ... reality. Oh, God, I wish this could.
be easier.
You are driving me crazy; what in the hell is it?
You know when you said something about me being in love with
Kaye?
Yes.
Well, that wasn't too far off.
I'm getting tired of this guessing game you're playing with me.
I really think a lot of you and...
[Interrupting] I like you too. Now what is it?
It isn't that I simply like you. I kind of love you.
We're best friends. Of course you love me.
Listen to me, I love you more than any other person.
What? What are you trying to say?
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[Long stare] I'm saying I'm gay.
[Laughs] Oh, man, you are too much. This is just like one of your

stupid jokes. Okay, you got me, you made me look like a fool. You
win. Joke's over.
It isn't a joke, James, I'm serious.
Cut it out, all right? The joke's over, ha, ha. You had your laugh. I
have to be going. I promised Kaye I'd be at her place in fifteen
minutes. What are you staring at?
Please, James. This is hard enough without you thinking this is a
joke. I've never been more serious in all my life. Please believe me.
I'm not so sure I want to believe you. Just what in the hell is the
point of all this?
I'm either going to win or lose.
Win or lose what?
You. James, I'm gay, and I have very strong feelings for you. I
don't want you to marry Kaye.
You're crazy.
James.
Nol Shut up; you've said enough already. I'm not sure what's going on here, but I don't like it.
Whether you like it or not, I'm making a verbal pass at you.
If you don't shut up, I'ni going to make a physical mess out of you.
How in the hell can you be gay? What about all of those girls
you've dated?
Have you ever met any of the girls I've gone out with? [Pause] I
made them all up.
Where did you go then, when you went out?
Out on a date. We gays can go out on dates, too, ya know.
But, what about all of those sex stories, did you make those up?
Not exactly. You see, I have never slept with a woman before. I
just made up a girl's name and gave it to my date and, well, sex is
sex.
What do you mean, sex is sex? It's normal for a man and a woman
to have sex. What two guys do and call sex is sick!
Don't knock it, till you try it.
So, how can you knock girls. What's so wrong with girls?
I didn't knock them. nor say anything's wrong with them. You
knocked gays, and I don't appreciate people doing that!
That's tough. I don't appreciate faggot queers making passes at
me.
That's just like you, James, to act like a common bigot.
I gotta get out of here. You and your mental problems are beginn·
ing to annoy the hell out of me.
[Grabs James] James, don't leave.
Let go. AIDS isn't one of my lifetime ambitions. (E%its]
end scene one
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Scene Two
Vames enters first from front door; Daniel enters from bathroom after a
shower]
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What are you doing here?
I live here. [Crosses to bedroom off stage] Did anyone call?
No, were you expecting a call?
(Off stage] No, I just thought someone might have called.
No, nobody called. What are you doing here?
[Enters] I live here. I suppose you used all of the hot water.
If you wait a while, I'm sure it will be plenty hot. I still can't
understand why you're here.
For the last time, I live here!
But, what about last night?
Are there any good ball games on today?
What about last night?
[Grabs TV Guide] Ah, here we go. The Royals are playing the
Tigers. Let's go, Tigers!
But, what about what I said last night?
I wonder if the water is hot yet? [Exits]
James, talk to me.
[Enters] How long did you shower? The water is still cold. (Reads
paper] I wonder what's in the news today.
Stop it, James.
Turn the TV on, will ya? That game should be on in a half hour, and
I want to see the pre-game show.
James, can we talk about last night first?
Turn the TV on, I said.
I said, I want to talk about last night.
I don't care what you said, just turn the damn television on.
We need to talk about this, James, before we both go crazy.
I guess I have to turn the damn thing on. Sorry if I asked too much
from you. [Tums set on]
[Tums set offl We need to talk, James.
If you don't turn that TV back on, you're going to be talking with
my fist.
If that's what you want, then go on and hit me. You know you want
to, so hit me. Come on and beat up the faggot queer. Come on and
get it out of your system.
Knowing you, your erogenous zone would be on the end of your
chin, right where I'd like to hit you. [Exits to shower] Damnit, the
water is still cold. [Enters] What do we have to eat?
Nothing, we need to go to the store, after we talk.
I don't want to talk.
That's it, run away from it. You just can't face reality. You're
afraid of it, scared that maybe you might find out that you're gay.
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Hey, I'm normal, and I'm not scared of anything.
They why don't you want to talk about it?
Why do you insist on pushing the issue?
We need to talk.
We talked last night, and you said what you wanted to say. And
that's that.
But, I don't want to lose our friendship. I'm sorry about last night.
I shouldn't have said anything. But I'm glad you know the truth.
Well, I'm not. I may have been too stupid to see it but...
But, what?
Never mind, I'm going to take my shower, with or without hot
water. [Exits]
[Daniel does business around the apartment, until the doorbell
rings]
Come in, Kaye. James is in the shower. Have a seat, turn the TV on
if you want. James was planning on watching a baseball game.
[Daniel sits by Kaye only to have her slide away] So, did you have a
nice time last night. Didn't James take you to the movies?
We went to the opera.
[Laughs] James went to the opera? [Kaye finds no humor in
Daniel's actions] Hey, I'm sorry about last night. I didn't mean
anything by what I said. I was kind of mad about... well, I was
just in a bad mood. But, I can't believe James went to the opera.
[Laughs]
What's so funny about it? At least he has an appreciation for the
arts.
Yes, but James. That's just not like him, to go to the opera.
Well, I guess we learn something new about people everyday, that
we find hard to believe.
Yes, I suppose that's true. Would you like some coffee, tea or me?
No.
James told you, didn't he? [No response] I'll take that as a yes. You
know, it's not really a big deal, when you think about it. What did
James tell you? [No response] He said that, all in one breath? He
must have talked your arm off. [Pause] I'm not a freak. I'm a person, a person who expects a response when he says something. [No
response] Well, you're really playing the role of an immature bitch,
perfectly!
[Slaps him] How dare you!
[Laughs] Now, that's what I call a response.
You are really sick, do you know that? You're worse than what
James said.
[Acting crazy] Oh, really. What did James say, exactly? [Moves
toward her] I'm all ears.
Get away from me or I'll...
Or you'll what? [Acts as a stereotype gay] Scream? Are you afraid
of little ole me? Honey, I'm afraid I'd break a nail fighting with
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you. So, there's no reason for you to be afraid. Come sit with Mary,
we'll talk.
Oh, I hate you!
[Stereotype] Is it that time of the month for you too? I'll tell you, I
was up all night with cramps, lost all of my beauty sleep.
I'm glad James is moving out today, I can't stand you.
James is moving out?
Yes, I think I'll start packing his things.
Why is he moving out today?
Because I said so. I don't want him to take the chance of catching
AIDS.
I don't have AIDS. God, I don't know what James sees in you.
No, I don't believe you do.
What's wrong, sister? Afraid he may not be able to resist me? I'll
bet if he did have an experience with a homo, he'd never go back to
an old bag of bones like you.
Well, I. ..
I'll bet you don't. Sex with you is probably as much fun as making
ice. real cold.
Watch it, you ... you queen.
[Stereotype] Ah, royalty. Where are my guards? They are sooo
handsome. Guards, guards, seize me, seize me.
Oh!
What's wrong, honey? Need a little attention? Ya know, you might
enjoy sex with me, a homosexual. We know what feels good. [Grabs
her]
[Screaming] Let go of me. James, HELP.
Never mind, I'd probably enjoy a bean bag a lot more.
[Enters wet and wearing a robe] What's going on here, what is it,
Kaye?
[Crying] Let's leave right now. Why did you even come back
without me?
I had to get a few things. [To Daniel] What did you say to her?
Calm down, James. It was just a joke.
Oh, Christ, this is all I need.
It was terrible, James. He called me a bitch and an old bag of bones
and then, he came at me.
Came at you?
Yes, he told me to lay down and enjoy. He was going to rape me.
James, take me home.
Real clever, Daniel.
I was just joking. I didn't expect it would get this carried away.
You're a real comedian.
James, can we leave?
You go on, and I'll be over after I dress.
Come with me now, James.
Kaye, I'm naked.
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Are you sure that's the only reason?
Yes! What's wrong with you? Just calm down, and I'll see you
later.
What do you mean, later? Why are you trying to get rid of me? Is
there something you're not telling me?
What are you talking about?
James, are you gay?
What? I can't believe you'd even ask me a question like that. I
think you'd better be leaving. I'll talk to you later.
It's true, isn't it? James, how could you do this to me?
Kaye, go home.
Don't tell me what to do. I'm capable of making my own decisions,
thank you. And I'm making a very important decision now, and
you'll have to make a decision too, as well. You can leave with me
now and we'll see to having you counseled, or you can stay here
with your homosexual. .. things.
Kaye. ..
Now, what will it be?
Kaye, you are over-reacting. There is nothing...
[Interrupting] So be it, the wedding is off!
Kaye ... [She exits]
Listen, James.
[Calm] Shut up. [Pause] Why couldn't you let things blow over?
Things would have been fine if you would have kept your mouth
shut and not made a joke, as you call it.
Well, if you'd have kept your mouth shut and not said anything to
Kaye, none of this would have happened.
What was I supposed to do, keep it inside and get an ulcer worrying about it? I had to talk to someone.
Then why didn't you talk to me? It was our problem, ya know.
Your problem, you mean. For Christsakes, Daniel, you told me
something that I find hard to believe, something that I don't want
to believe.
Are you moving out?
Moving out? Hell, I don't even know if I'm getting married, now.
Well, if you do, do you still want me to be the best man?
Be serious. You've just caused my future wife to have a break
down.
Ex-future wife.
Ya know, you're pushing your luck.
[Childishly] Ah, are we going to be totally pissed off?
Daniel, I'm going to punch you.
Oh, baby.
God damnit, Daniel. Cut the faggot act.
Will you be my friend?
Not if you keep acting like a fag. [Pause] But, you are my friend.
That-a-boy, James. I always knew you were more mature than
what you look.
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Not so fast, Tinker Bell. I want an agreement.
What kind of agreement?
I don't want to see you, being gay?
That's the stupidest thing I've ever heard. If I want to laugh and
have fun, I should be allowed to.
That's not what I meant.
I know, but tell me how you can tell if anyone is being gay.
I just don't want to walk in here and see you sucking face with a
guy.
You don't have to worry about that.
Why, don't you have a boy friend?
None of your business.
Anyone I know?
As a matter of fact, yes.
What? Who?
Just someone.
Who? Where do I know him from?
TheY.
Oh, bull. Forget I even brought it up.
Butch Kelly.
You're lying.
It's true.
Really?
No.
God-damnit, Daniel.
I think you should be worrying about your own love life, not mine.
Oh, she'll love me tomorrow.
Maybe, maybe not.
What did you tell her?
What makes you think I told her anything?
You're just trying to change the subject. Now who is the guy at
the Y.
Hey, that rhymes.
Who is it?
ls it that important?
Yes!
Why?
I don't know, it's just important.
Rodney.
Rodney who?
How many Rodneys do you play racquetball with, on Saturdays?
Are you serious?
Yep.
Oh, my God.
What's the big deal?
We share a locker. I dress in front of him.
So.
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Daniel:
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We shower in the same shower room, at the same time.
Kinky.
Cut it out, this is serious. Do you think he looks at me?
Oh, please. [Pause] Listen, is everything cleared up between us?
Can we be friends again?
It's one thing to get beat all of the time, but to lose to a faggot ...
James, are you listening to me?
What?
Can we be friends again?
Friends. [Daniel starts to hug James, who moves back] How about
a hand shake? [They shake hands] What the hell. [They hug]
The End

IiiI

The Night
by Carolee Gable

e olm'ed at the lamp poet from his window. The night lo black, he
thought, too black. He shuddered as the wind smashed a
newspaper against the tall, narrow lamp. As he drew away from
the window, he wished that it would rain.
Shaking, he moved toward the safety of his sofa; moved toward
the end table; moved toward her picture...in a trance. He stared at her face
and touched the frame lovingly and even kissed it. God, he loved her!
And the thunder: a million tiny pieces of glass rested on the floor.

Anna was confined to her bed by the oppressive heat. Although the nurses
gently touched her face with cool, damp cloths, the air encased her, held her
down.
The window. But the nurses pushed her back-laid her still.
She longed for it to rain.
Third of the trio I am. Sometimes, I feel like the lion, sent to protect two lost
lambs. Mikhail and Anna. In their time, I was their lion and they my lambs. I
suppose that Mikhail would tell you differently. But, the three of us were best
of friends, and anything that I ever did for them was a result of my love for
them.
Mikhail might tell you differently.
Mikhail kneeled over the broken glass and cried. Tears streamed down his
face, mingling with the beaded sweat of his body.
He remembered when they had met. Children at a picnic. Had he known then
the pain she would cause him, would he have been so enchanted by her?
Enchanted... he was falling, falling-rolling back and forth over the glass,
feeling each broken piece cut his body. Yes, yes, yes. He would have loved her
anyway.
He reveled in the pain!
Anna had begun to dream, for the nurses had forced her to take the tran·
quilizers.
Back in time. She smiled at the parties. The parties! Midnight parties, dancing, loud music, fast crowds, drugs, drinking, laughing-singing. But the drugs!
They let her live. They let her feel freedom from the mortality of her breath.
Those were the times when she could fly-she almost died for happiness...
People often remark that I am undefiable. Try as they might, they just can't
go against my will. I am always right. At least, I fancy myself so. I fancy
myself the best at everything I do, and to tell you the truth, there are those
who will tell you that I am the greatest.
There are others. They shake their heads in disbelief when it happens that
they glance my way. But I know better.
I have known Mikhail and Anna their whole lives. At first, I watched them
from afar. They were a handsome pair; one couldn't help but like them. In
time, we grew to love each other, and I was there when they married.
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There was no nameplate on the plain wooden door Smith was led to, just the
legend "Manager" printed in brown paint. It was opened by one of the preevolution guards while the other stood behind him, and Nye was at his side.
Nye had not bothered to ask Smith just how Smith knew Nye's name.
Behind the door was an office cluttered with books, papers, and a half-eaten
lunch. Shelves were littered with golf and bowling trophies, a portable television set, and several pictures of an overweight, unattractive woman and two
frowning children.
An oak desk sat at the far end of the room, cluttered with papers. At it sat a
bald, middle-aged man who seemed to be hunting through the mess for
something.
Casually, Smith reached down into the clutter and pulled out one paper from
under a pile. He handed it to the man behind the desk.
"Thank you, " he said, then his eyes grew wide. "How did you know what I
was looking for?"
"Lucky guess," Smith said blandly.
"It's not the only lucky guess he's made today, Mr. Speller," Nye stated in a
businesslike tone. "Mr. Smith is what Sharon rang about. So far today he's
had a six-horse parlay."
"That's quite a hot streak, Mr. Smith," the words were as cold as a Siberian
prison camp.
Smith shrugged. "Every dog has his day," he replied noncommittally.
Nye leaned closer to his boss. "He was about to place his seventh bet. All
thirty-six thousand dollars of it. And others have been following his lead, betting the same horses."
Smith smiled the most innocent smile he was capable of, then said, "You
really can't blame me for other people's betting habits. I didn't tell anyone to
do anything."
Mr. Speller sighed. His icy glare didn't rise a degree.
"Be that as it may, Mr. Smith, I must ask that you place your next bet in
private. I'll call it in to the teller from here."
"Fine by me," Smith replied. "I'll take Dreamchild to win."
The guards moved to either side of Smith, their hands resting on their gun
holsters. Mr. Speller's chilly grimace turned into a frozen smile. "Are you sure
that's the horse you want, Mr. Smith?" he said.
Smith knew what they wanted to see, so he shivered a bit and let a look of
fear creep over his features. At length he replied, "Well ... maybe not. Uh, let
me check," and he drew his racing form from his pocket and pretended to look
over it for a moment. "Maybe you ought to change it to, uh, Hurricane's Eye,"
and bulged his eyes for a good "terrified" effect.
"An excellent choice," Speller could hardly keep from laughing.
Mr. Speller quickly placed the bet over the phone. Then the group of Speller,
Nye, and the guards accompanied Smith out to watch the race. The crowd
noticed Smith's return and acknowledged it with a chorus of whispers.
Without bothering to look around, Smith raised his voice and said enthusiastically, "Hurricane's Eye for sure this race! And at 5to1 odds I'll have
over one hundred and eighty thousand dollars!"
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The crowd gave an encouraging cheer, and shouts of "Good luck!" and "Do
it!" rattled through the bleachers where they sat. Speller and Nye looked
around uncomfortably, glad that the betting was closed. This lunatic, whether
he was cheating or just fantastically lucky, had gained a lot of support. At
least he wouldn't win this time.
The cheer when Hurricane's Eye crossed the finish line three lengths in first
place could be heard on the moon.
The complexions of Mr. Speller and Mr. Nye suddenly took on the color of
green cheese.
The crowd forgot their own personal wins and losses long enough to carry
their hero Benjamin Smith to the cashier's window to collect his check for one
hundred and eighty thousand dollars. Here, they thought, was one of their
own and he had done it. He had beaten the odds. By proxy this unassuming
man had fulfilled all their hopes and dreams.
And there wasn't even a hint of surprise on his face.
Benjamin Smith collected his check from the cashier while Mr. Nye excused
himself to go deal with some stomach trouble. It took all of the strength Mr.
Speller had not to join him.
Smith gave a smug little smile as Speller personally handed over the check.
He raised it over his head and held it there with both hands, as if he were a
wrestler and it was a world championship belt he had just won. Once again the
crowd cheered. A few screamed, "Speech! Speech!"
Obligingly, Smith raised his hands as if to shush the cheering throng. When
the noise died down he cleared his throat and spoke five words.
"Money is not everything, zombies," he said just before shredding the check
into confetti and tossing it to the winds.
The only sound that could be heard as he walked away was that of Mr.
Speller sliding roughly to the floor in a dead faint.
Smith didn't care. It was time for him to keep his appointment.
ANSWERS
TIME: 3:37 p.m.
"Definitely not fast enough," thought Steve Lane.
Nope, a moped just never could get up the kind of velocity that Mrs. Lane's
little boy craved. Certainly nothing like Uncle Denny's Honda that day on the
country road when those State Police just came out of nowhere. He had been a
blur that day, just there and gone so fast that they had had barely enough
time to hit the lights and siren. How fast had he been going that day? He
couldn't remember, but he knew he hadn't gone as fast since, and definitely
not on a moped that strained to reach 35 m.p.h.
Well, what could he expect. Stevie "Fast" Lane wasn't exactly a Hell's
Angel He was a seventeen-year-old high school student whose parents had
decided on a moped instead of a Camaro because it was physically impossible
to steer a moped and read a book at the same time, something he caught hell
for when the folks had heard once about the time he had done it while "borrow·
ing" Dad's Chevy,
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He skidded around the corner of Tunhee Avenue and North Main just in
time to beat the light. He glanced behind himself, smiling at the imaginary
crowd cheering him on in his quest to shatter any and all traffic laws. Focused
as he was on his illusionary adulation, the sudden appearance of a small
retriever caught him totally off guard.
He tried to turn out of the way in time, but only succeeded in ramming the
curve and losing his balance. He fell off and bounced back into the street as the
bike went tearing off onto the sidewalk. One grasping cry of pain was all he
had time for as he saw the car bearing down on him, moving far too fast to stop
in time.
Suddenly, miraculously, an arm shot out from between two parked cars and
dragged him back to safety. The car screeched to a stop at a point that would
have contained a crushed 17-year-old body if fate hadn't intervened. Fate in
the form of a middle-aged man in a green shirt.
"You're right on time, young man," the man's voice was clipped and precise,
and his face bore not a hint of concern. In fact, he was staring at his watch as if
he were timing something.
The driver of the offending auto had climbed from his car and was screaming
incoherently, half thanking God for his near-victim's continued existence, half
cursing the "irresponsible punk" for nearly shooting his insurance premiums
into orbit.
The man in the green shirt assured the panicking motorist that the "irresponsible punk" was perfectly fine and, no, he wasn't going to sue. He hastily climbed back into his car and was gone before Steve could have a change of
heart.
"Thanks ... I mean it. If you hadn't grabbed me when you did .. . " he
began breathlessly.
" ... it would have been the end," the man completed the thought for him.
"Yes, it would have been. Come on 'Fast', let's grab a bite to eat."
Steve felt himself gently lifted from the car fender he was sitting on and led
toward a McDonald's across the street, stopping only to stand the wrecked
moped upright and guide it into a parking place.
"Mister, who are you? How did you know my name?" was the opening topic
of conversation as they settled into a corner booth.
"My name? Benjamin Smith. Just once I wish you would remember," and
would not explain his curious remark until after he had finished his Big Mac
and fries.
Steve didn't know exactly what it was about Mr. Smith that seemed to put
his nerves on end. Maybe it was his mysterious statements, as if they had met
before. Was he a friend of his parents? A teacher? An off-duty traffic cop? Try
as he might, Steve just couldn't place him.
Mr. Smith finished his meal without enthusiasm. For a minute his face took
on a faraway expression. It was, Steve thought, as if he were looking from one
end of eternity to another.
"You're the only one who ever believes me. Please don't give me that lame
excuse about your parents expecting you at home," the expression didn't
change, but the voice itself carried a hint of sadness.
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"How did you know what I was about to say?" this was getting to be too
much. "Fast" Lane would have lived up to his name and bolted from the table
there and then if it was not for one thing; a curious streak that had gotten into
trouble too many times. Well, what was one time, he thought.
"I know just about everything there is to know about you, Steve. Parents'
names, David and Suanne. No brothers or sisters. Three aunts, five cousins.
Junior at William Harding High School. Your main preoccupations in life are
speed and trashy science fiction novels. You don't know if I'm crazy or psychic
but you're grateful enough and curious enough to hang around and find out.
You've gotten to page eighty-seven in that book in your back pocket, entitled
Beyond the Dark Places by Irwin C. Powell." Smith's voice didn't waver a bit
as he dryly recited his list, every item totally true.
Fast Lane's blood chilled to sub-arctic temperature. "How do you know all
that?"
"I've had a lot of time to find out. Years. Decades, maybe. I lost track after
the first six months," Smith's voice no longer carried any hint of emotion. It
was how a computer might sound ... or a corpse.
A complete loony, thought Steve. Like Mr. Thornton, the chemistry teacher
who thought that every Republican in the United States government was a
communist sympathizer, or Aunt Eppie, who talked to her eleven cats and
claimed they talked back. That was it. Mr. Smith was going the wrong way
down a one-way street.
But how did he know things he couldn't have known?
"One last time, I'm going to take it from the top," Smith's eyes shifted from
his watch to the window. He seemed to be waiting for something to happen.
"Mr. Smith, are you in some kind of trouble? 'Cause if you are I'd really like
to help," Steve said, honestly sympathetic to whatever problem this weird
man had.
"No one can help me," a touch of anger creeping into his voice. "Not
physicists or psychiatrists or priests or astrologers or any genius of any type.
And especially not those fools who say 'come back tomorrow.' Hahl What a
laugh that was. Now shut up and let me tell my story.''
Steve shifted uncomfortably, but didn't try to leave. Whatever Mr. Smith's
story was would be worth hearing.
Smith continued to gaze out the window, his eyes not fixed on anything in
particular. "Look at all of them," he said, gesturing toward the people on the
street, "just a bunch of zombies, mindlessly repeating the same inane actions
over and over again without an inkling of the truth. Not one of them knowing
that there is no tomorrow.''
Oh great, thought Steve, an end-of-the-world freak.
"No, Steve, I'm not talking about any sort of doomsday. What I'm talking
about has to do with time.''
"How did you know what I was thinking?" this was getting to be too mondo
bizarre for Mrs. Lane's little boy.
"You've mentioned it a few times when we've talked and I used the phrase
'no tomorrow.' Now stifle yourself because I have to finish my story by 4:26.''
"I've never seen you before today, much less talked to you," Steve replied,
not bothering to ask what was in store at 4:26.
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"I never could get you to shut up. No, not before today."
"But we have met; today. And today and today and today as far back as I
can remember. Because as far as I'm concerned every day is today. Forever
April 11, from 8 a.m. to midnight. I know that you're aware of what a loop is in
a computer program, Steve, because you told me you did. Because we've sat at
this damn table in this damn restaurant countless times. Because I've been
saving your life on that street for years. BECAUSE EVERY DAMN DAY I
WAKE UP AND IT'S APRIL 11 ALL OVER AGAIN!" all pretense of
calmness vanished from Smith's voice as he shouted the last sentence. Heads
turned in the restaurant toward the disturbance.
A hammer seemed to smash in Steve's gut. Somehow, he believed Mr.
Smith's impossible statement. For years h had read science fiction stories of
incredible trips through time, and deep down he had never been able to believe
that they were nothing more than fiction. There was something in Mr. Smith's
voice saying this was no lunatic telling an impossible lie. Maybe this was a
desperate man, one consumed by despair and boredom, but he was still sane.
"I ... believe you," he said, somewhat surprised that he had said the words
out loud.
"I know," Smith answered logically.
"But that means that the accident ... "
"Killed you. Once. Sometimes I think that's how it all got started. I
remember on the first time I lived this day I came home and saw in the evening paper how you had been run down that afternoon. I remember thinking
what a tragedy it was, and how sad it was that people couldn't go back and undo things like that."
Smith took another glance at his watch. "When I woke up the next morning
I didn't realize what had happened at first. It wasn't until I got to work and
that rotten doberman was coming back from the vet again that I knew
something strange was going on. And when I got to my desk and the mail on it
was the same as it had been the day before, even though I knew I had taken it
home with me that evening, it struck me what had happened. I didn't know
how, but I thought I knew why."
"To save my life," Steve added slowly.
"Yes, I did that. Oh, I thought 'what a wonderful thing to be given a second
chance like that.' But then the next day I woke up and it was still April 11.
And so was the next day. And the next."
"How long has it been going on?" Steve asked with a little bit of dread.
"Years, decades, maybe even centuries. I lost track a long time ago. It's
tough to keep count of the days when nobody else notices them passing.
That's the worst part. To everybody else it's just another day. They all just do
the same things over and over again, none the wiser. That way no one can
believe me because no one trusts me. Except you.
"Y'know, at first it was kind of fun, after the shock wore off. No cares, no
woes, no worrying about the future. No responsibilities at all except saving
your neck. I got into the habit of doing that. To tell the truth, though, I'd
decided that your accident was just a coincidence and had nothing to do directly with my ... predicament.'' Smith took another look at his watch. Just a few
more minutes to go.
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"You're like a computer program stuck in a loop, continually repeating
itself. Wait ... you already said that."
"I've already done everything. Seen every movie in town. Gone to every
place within a day's walk, drive, or flight. Watched every movie on video tape
in town at least a dozen times. I have met and talked to at length hundreds,
maybe thousands of people and not one has been able to give me any sort of
way out of this day."
Maybe if you didn't go to sleep at night ... ," Steve said hopefully.
"Tried it. No matter where I am, no matter what I do, at exactly midnight I
find myself back in bed, waking up to my clock radio and it is eight o'clock the
previous morning again. No matter what.
"I don't age. I don't get sleepy. Maybe I'm really transported back to midnight of the previous day and just sleep until eight, but if I do, I don't dream."
Four minutes to go, according to Timex.
"I've really started to crack lately, Steve. I just can't stand the deja vu
anymore. I'm so sick of the Everson account, that doberman, the weather, and
especially patty sausage."
Steve didn't bother to ask about that last part.
"So lately I've started indulging in a few silly whims. Like murder, rape, arson, etc., etc. After all, what does it matter if things will be back the way they
were before 'tomorrow' morning?" Three minutes to go.
" You-you kill people?" Steve asked incredulously.
Smith smiled casually. "Not permanently."
Steve let it drop. "Do you have any ideas at all how this all happened?"
"Plenty of theories-no proof at all. Maybe history went on and I got left
behind. Or maybe it's just like it seems, and history just got stuck and I'm the
only one who notices. Or it's all a dream. Or I'm really sitting in a padded cell
someplace wearing a wraparound jacket and imagining all this. Or maybe, just
maybe, this is hell."
One minute, forty seconds.
"Lately I've had a new idea, though. It just could be that this is all my fault
and that's the reason only I'm aware of it. Maybe there's something peculiar
about me that makes me the thumb in the dike holding back the flood of
history. It's an idea I've grown fond of because it makes my decision easier."
The infallible Timex showed one minute to go.
"What decision?' Steve asked. Nothing could surprise him now.
"My young friend, in forty-five seconds a patrol car is going to come up this
street. I've seen it happen countless times. They'll be on the lookout for a man
who brutally murdered his wife and nearly scalded to death his employer. If I
do nothing they will drive on by, oblivious to my presence. Once I flagged
them down and let them arrest me just to see what it would be like. I've done a
lot of things to see what it would be like," Smith sighed as he said this, feeling
a very uncharacteristic liking for this young man who sat across the table from
him. There wasn't anyone else he would rather have know the truth.
Thirty seconds.
"When they come down the street today, however, they're going to get a
very nasty surprise."
Smith withdrew a small pearl-handled pistol from his pocket.
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"Oh ... no," Steve said miserably. Instinctively he knew what was going to
happen.
"If you make it to the morning after, Steve, remember me," and with that
Smith rose from the table and headed for the street.
Steve couldn't move. All he could do was watch. He saw Smith standing at
the curb, gun in hand. Pedestrians who noticed it heat a hasty retreat.
Smith took one last look at the Timex. Five, four, three, two, one ...
Inside the McDonald's Steve groaned. There was the patrol car, right on
time.
Suddenly he knew he just couldn't stand by and let this happen. Maybe it
was his fault and maybe it wasn't, but he couldn't just sit there and let Smith
complete his ghastly mission. Maybe Smith was bored to the point of madness
and maybe tomorrow might not come as long as he was around, but it didn't
matter. Steve knew what was coming, and if he didn't do something it would
be his fault.
On the street Smith assumed a firing position, his small gun pointed at the
patrol car.
Steve bolted for the door. On the street the patrol car skidded to a halt as the
driver caught sight of Smith.
Smith's finger tightened on the trigger. Steve's hand caught hold of the
door's handle. The surrounding crowd screamed in terror.
Two policemen ducked for cover beneath their dashboard. Steve was out the
door. Dammit Smith, he thought, give me a few seconds. Just a few more
seconds. This isn't right ...
A shot rang out, shattering the patrol car's windshield. Steve felt hands
roughly push him down and a voice say "Down kid! That fruit loop has a
gun!"
"NO!" he screamed, trying to rise. But it was too late. The two police had
shot out of both sides of their vehicle. "Drop your weapon!" one shouted at
Smith. He was rewarded by a second shot that missed by a mile.
"C'mon, you bastards, dying is the one thing I haven't done yet," Steve
heard Smith say softly, the words just barely carrying to him. He couldn't
help but sympathize with the older man, but some things were wrong and
would always be wrong.
The thought gave him strength. With all that strength he threw off the man
pinning him to the pavement and struggled to his feet. Less than ten feet
separated him from Smith, who had his back to him. If he could just knock
Smith down ...
Steve rushed forward. Smith raised his gun again, smiling as he saw the
safeties released on a pair of police specials.
Two guns flashed in the policemen's hands. Steve slammed into Smith's
back and sent him falling forward.
But when they hit the pavement the man in the green shirt was a corpse. A
smiling corpse.
TIME: 11:54 p.m.
Steve "Fast" Lane lay back in his bed and arranged his head in a comfortable position on his pillow. It had been quite a day.
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Maybe the police were right. Maybe Smith had just been a clever
psychopath, someone who had spent some time secretly following Steve and
made a few lucky guesses. That would account for the things Smith knew.
Sure it did.
But was it any more reasonable to think that Smith was some sort of modem
flying dutchman, doomed to live the same day over and over again for eternity? How could he believe that a man could be so bored he would commit all
those heinous crimes, so bored he would engineer his own death just to be free?
Yet he had believed. At that table in McDonald's he had heard all of Smith's
mad story and bought every word of it. When the police had questioned him
and he had told them everything Smith had said, it had sounded ridiculous. "A
delusional paranoid," the police psychologist had said. It was a foregone conclusion to these people that Smith was insane. For that reason Steve hadn't
bothered to mention that he had believed Smith's story. Steve was sure that if
he had told them that he would be sitting in a mental ward somewhere. Thank
God they had released him when his parents had come to pick him up.
His parents. He had been on somewhat sturdier ground with them. When
they heard the whole story, including Steve's belief in Smith, they had offered
sympathy, not psychiatric care. Hadn't Steve just been nearly killed? They
pointed out. He had just been vulnerable due to a mixture of shock and
gratitude and would have believed anything Smith told him. "Don't worry
about it and don't feel guilty," they had said reassuringly.
Maybe he couldn't have done anything, no matter how hard he tried.
Whether Smith's story had been the truth or a bunch of malarky, his problems
were beyond Steve's power to solve. If only he could have knocked Smith
down in time ...
Forget that train of thought. Life was a one-way street with no detours.
Smith's story HAD to be a crock.
If only ...
Steve let the thought die in his head. He gave one short yawn and rolled
over. Sleep enveloped him quickly.
Slowly the numbers on the clock radio next to his bed began to change from
11:59 to 12:00.
TIME: 8:00 a.m.
The nerve-shattering sound of Twisted Sister blasted forth from the clock
radio, welcoming Steve "Fast" Lane back to the land of the waking.
"Is that the only record that station owns?" he thought groggily. He vaguely recalled waking up to the same song yesterday morning. Twisted Sister was
something you shouldn't listen to before noon at the earliest.
Suddenly the events of the previous day came back to him and they made
him sad. "I made it, Mr. Smith," he thought, "and I remember. I think I'll
always remember, to the last day of my life."
If only he had been a little quicker ...
"C'mon sleepyhead, rise and shine!" came a voice from outside the bedroom
door. Suddenly the door swung open and his mother's head appeared.
"Hurry up, kiddo," she said pleasantly. "You don't want to be late for
school.''
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That struck Steve as strange. His mom didn't usually make mistakes like
that.
"Mom, there isn't any school today. This is Saturday, remember?" he
answered.
"Hey, you're not going to put one over on me that easy. Now get up and
come eat your scrambled eggs."
"I hate scrambled eggs."
"Up," she said with the sort of final authority mothers possess.
Parents could be stubborn sometimes. Well, he would just show her the morning paper to prove what day it was.
He dressed quickly, trying to think of a way to get out of eating those
scrambled eggs. Odd, he thought, Mom just fixed them for breakfast yesterday. What was she trying to do, poison him with the things?
He picked up the morning paper from the table where his father always left
it before heading off to work. He walked into the kitchen and triumphantly
presented it to his mother.
"There," he said smugly, "Now tell me what day it isl"
She glanced casually down at the paper. "Just like I thought. Friday, April
11. Now eat. I know you don't like scrambled eggs, but you can stand them at
least once a month."
He gripped the edges of the paper as if they were made of iron. She was
right; it read Friday, April 11.
From his bedroom he could hear the sound of his clock radio. The voice of a
deejay issued forth.
"This is Marvelous Mitch comin' to you over WSUR this bright and shiny
Friday morning . .. "
Mrs. Lane saw her son freeze, his eyes locked on the newspaper. He looked
like a prisoner who had just been condemned to death row.
"Honey, what's wrong? Please, sit down and eat your eggs," she said comfortably.
The voice that answered her made her feel like a cold wind had just blown
over her grave.
"I hate scrambled eggs."
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The Killer Awoke before Dawn

by Michael Kirby
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I Met Death

by Johnda Sammons
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POETRY
First Prize: Inscape Poetry Contest

Shadows passing before a blank wall
changing colors in my head,
grays tum to burgundy
ash to red.
Nothing takes its form-its mood.
Personae pass with reality,
faint, familiar, crude.
It's perilous here
In my well-worn chair
Watching images hover between the wall and the air,
while the sun simply slides away,
leaving a lonely charcoal slate.
The phantoms float from down the hall
becoming tangible before my eyes,
movement to musclea demon's disguise.
I'll sit right here
In my well-worn chair
Watching them waiting for me to sleep if I dare,
while the sun slips casually closer.
A prophet bringing messages back,
red from burgundy from black,
colored like oils against the wall,
preaching silent sermons in my ears,
here at the end of the hall.
I'll not sleep
I'll sit and staredangerously entertained
In my well-worn chair.
-Johnda Sammons
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POETRY
Second Prize: Inscape Poetry Contest

The smell of ancient wood
lingers amber on tht> air;
a rich and spicy brood,
the smell of ancient wood.
I stand where ghosts once stood,
their breath sifts through my hair:
the smell of ancient wood
lingers amber on the air.

-Peggy Wilburn

POETRY

a

n Execration upon the Mu"

Look here, Muse, when you first knocked on my mind
And I let you in,
I certainly wasn't expecting this.
I assumed that you would bring out of me a kind
Of ecstatic blend

Of artistic agony and bliss.
I wasn't prepared for your indifference;
You laughed at me.
There was a big difference in what each of us
Thought a Muse should be.
You thought to aMuse
to confuse
to diffuse
to refuse;
to beMuse
Your silly self while I penned silly rhymes
And tugged and tugged
At the door of grandeur which was really a brick wall.
I hope you think it's funny; I hope you laugh each time
The worthless paper is hugged
Into a wad and thrown at you like a leaden ball.
It always misses you, and you toss it back.
I sputter like a fuse.
Why do I have to need you, you hateful,
Hateful Muse?
-Rebecca Bailey
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monday'• Smile
Sometimes I feel
That I'm leaving rife behind.
I'm always going faster
Than the works within my mind.
Thoughts and generations of my dreams
Are yet unborn
I hope that I may find them
Before my moving leaves me worn.
So I go on, moving
Trying to make an image real
Straining every nerve I know
To make some person feel.
Straining every nerve I know
To make some person see
That what they read in Newsweek
Doesn't really -have to be.
And I'm trying to avoid a taste
Of that bitter reality.
On an early Monday morning
A mirror in the hall
Showed to me a face
That I didn't know at all
Lines were drawn around a pair
Of eyes that opened wide.
When I looked into them
I found nothing left inside,
So I walked into my bedroom
And bitterly I cried.

POETRY

Then the dawn light closed around me
And my head began to clear
Thinking thoughts of bringing hope
The thoughts I like to hear.
I'll try to reach a friend today
And make that person smile,
Or maybe pull myself away,
From that old, lonesome mile.
Where I always seem to end up
After just a little while.
Well, what is going to happen now
Is anybody's guess.
Perhaps I need some time alone
I guess I need a rest.
Time is getting late now
And the sun is getting low.
My body gets so tired
From carrying my own load.
But sunshine's waiting for me.
A little farther down the road.
-Rick Caldwell
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hoenix, or the Poet's Plea for Madness

to the gods of the Greeks who understood,
"primitives" feasting at Beltane rites
who also understood,
the way all "pagan" tribesmen understood
the necessity of evil
Yin and Yang
and the interconnected path of life and death.
shaman stoned on mushroom understood
sacrificial virgins pale and trembling
going eagerly to their deaths they must have understood,
and even Iphigenia at Aulis
weeping beneath the blade of her nobly doomed father understood,
The potency of myth
the power of blood
Osiris hacked to pieces
or drunken dancing Dionysus
knew the furious rhythms of the world,
and Jim Morrison understood too
and gave us his madness to swallow to perfect ourselves to die,
oh yes and Carl Gustav Jung
he understood too in a way Freud never could,
and may BF Skinner rot in a rat box in hell
for not understanding
for obscenely denying
the potency of blood
the power of myth
ritual
redemption
rebirth
and the dark delirious rhythm of the world.
and crossbound bleeding Jesus understood
that the deep perpetual comings and goings
are rhythms that the oceans dance
and so ascended

POETRY

we castrate ourselves
on an altar of reason
drive the gods from their olympic inhuman homes
and populate the sky with cumuli
and spacecraft,
and slowly forgetting
the necessity of evil
Yin and Yang
the potency of myth
the power of blood
the legacy of Dionysus who understood
that innocence is insanity leading to a death
from which there is no returning...
-Ryan Hardesty
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f

irst the dust, then the rain...

because sometimes words
lie thick upon the tongue
like mounds of dust
from dryer places
move your lips
I love them moving
lick the ache
between my bones
these joints that crack
from lack of fluids moving
like the wind through fire-blackened trees
a dark disease is melting away my eyes
could we walk some
narrow road to hell and back?
you lead me blind between the flames
lips against my ear to guide me with
a touch of tongue,
a tongue of fire licking half the sky
to iridescence
(and the smoke smells like death to me)
(and the fire feels like death to me)
do you remember?
ancient kings preserved in stone
inside some jungle-strangled temple
guard the wisdom of a vanished tribe
secrets clasped against their dusty breasts
like beaten gold attract the souls that seek
the wisdom of a vanquished tribe

POETRY

my soul a tomb of silence
lick the joints that cr&ck
dead in mexico
a thousand years
(lick the dust from my eyes)
I was born a thousand years ago
(lick the marrow from my bones)
I have waited for so long
(lick the wound that will not heal)
I have died a thousand times
a kiss could make me live again
I remember...
tonight
with your lips against my ear
I think I hear
the buried secrets calling
and the dust is rising from my soul
and in the center of some midnight forest
a single tree is falling
does it make a sound?
-A.E.
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or begin with black
and spread outward obliquely,
chasing the silence.
shadows looming impossibly huge
then merge with the ground
by the willows.
the half-seen ghosts of our fathers
dance in the echoes between
going up and coming down.
old men mouth dirges
while the dark women moan.
we bury our dead in soft mud.
where did the earth come from?
-A.E.
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ISl=ow
hanged or hung
whichever
in just Fall

we stuffed our father's
clothes with leaves
and hung him
from the withered apple tree
he had no head
or fingers
his lumpy deadleaved body
swayed in breezes
dangling frcim a piece of rope
we found beneath the porch
he had no eyes
or backbone
in fields by day

be scares away the crows
on hollow evening nights
he frightens children
we will put him
in a dry place

to suffer through
the winter
-A.E.
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ai

andelion-Haiku

dead in the meadow
dandelion skeletons
vanish in the wind. ..
-E.K. Conley

POETRY
I

I

morning

on a Farm ;,, Wll>te<

Winding my watch
leaving lines on my fingers
with roosters and cows and pigs
in the meadow
days that bleed in quietly,
switching color
are hollow and white
trapped inside barnyard snow
many full-colored days
pass us by
we count them on our fingers
but not until winter
did I realize
that the sun had not risen...
-E.K. Conley
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IS I

eptemOO Window•

Windows frosted with
September breath
That I opened
To escape
A whirlwind
Of confusion
In my mind
Are now bits and pieces
Of broken glass
-E.K. Conley
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she gave me a pencil with
112 lead, told me when to start
be sure to completely fill in the circles

shiny tipped pumped shoes rapatap tapping
pencils down
collect dots with nails without a chip
then pink-frosted lips align carefully
as fighter planes form formation
zooming off and staccatoing short bursts
of ed·U·kayshun em·por·tan·cess
found in circles of 112 lead.

-Claire Esham
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Staring out of the window
out the wet grey streets below
and lights on denoting people at home
Could there be another like me
seeking company through nostalgia?
Would they wave silently,
acknowledge our mutual stand
with a soft sigh
retreating behind the glare of lights
to be alone again?
-Claire Esham

POETRY

IQ]

ehind the line•

stuck here in
poetry class
like dogs together
circling in lazy spirals
above the rotting remains of poets dead
and better buried.
thinking
strangely
of anal sex and
the smooth slow pressing of muscle
sweat covered and aching
almost poetic in its
pain-drenched decadence
and better buried.
anyway
even when we read
the works of masters
most of us
are thinking something nasty.
-Ryan Hardesty
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ta!

eath i• my ooon companion

death is my soon companion
and his breath is fetid
like a rose
and his eyes the color all my sins
and failures added make
(with triumph intermingled
though low and frail and
tarnished so)
life which once was
hard direction dimmed these
several years into
a mere and fluid impression,
and how soon the impression will
with tender wings
recreate itself into a, shall I say it?
yes, a memory.
I am fading like soft spun April snow
leaving only footprints in nature's primal unseen mud,
knowing as I walk alone through night
that death is my soon companion and
his breath is fetid
like a rose
-Ryan Hardesty
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[iJ

f they knew lo• at

if they knew (or at
least remembered)
what rancid undetermined
thoughts unrolled themselves,
point by weary point,
in the spongy greyness of our minds,
would they still with love
tie these such heavy stones
around our legs?
would they still draw lines
we're not to slip across
and have our private tastes of truth unclothed?
if they understood the
broken accidental self
that recreates from
tears and guilt
stands naked cold and trembling
still defiant is afraid
if they understood
the meaning of alone
would they still with love
corrupt our very childlike veins?
-Ryan Hardesty
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m.
She gets up at five
to leave at nine,
carrying lots of little bottles
to the bathroom,
She pays homage to her face.
She believes in sex
at the right time.
Don't touch my hair
and don't use your tongue.
Morals with a Cosmopolitan taste.
All the right clothes.
All the right people.
This is her church.
This-her steeple.
She gets home at five
and leaves at nine,
carrying lots of little stories
to her fan club,
They pay homage to her face.
-Johnda Sammons

POETRY

Voices in the attic
rustle like confetti streamers
dry and hanging
from the rafters
circus sweeping through...
The old rag clown is dancing,
he pantomines for attic rats
laughing through the show.
He's grinning secretly
behind his painted-circus frown
the show goes on and on and on...
-Peggy Wilburn
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Ir I•v·~·ong
Eeling round the edges of the land
winds a riversnaking fingers into corners
winding down
through treesI ride the current
through the wilderness
laughing words onto the wind.
They hang on trees in tatters
jabbering to passers byI'm floating under crooked skies
breaking crystal currents
with the echoes of my voice- Peggy Wilburn
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